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Welcome everyone. I am Vicki Bouvier, Residential Care Services Policy Unit Manager, and we are all here to begin the work of developing recommendations for disaster preparedness requirements for long-term care settings as required by SHB 1218 from the 2021 legislative session.We’ll start by introducing ourselves.We are fortunate to have two sign language interpreters and a captioner with us during these meetings, so when you introduce yourself, please turn your camera on, speak slowly and clearly, and let us know your name, and who you represent.Also, the link to view captions is in the chat: https://www.streamtext.net/player?event=HamiltonRelayRCC-0518-WA177So let’s start with the interpreters Joni Hedrick and Kam Butler; and the captioner, Kelly SchindeleThank you everyone.We’ll very quickly establish meeting norms for this group. We have these 6 basic rules.Mute when not speakingBe present with the people in the meeting, listening to understand and asking questions for clarificationUse hand raising tool before speaking – the host will acknowledge meeting participants who raised their handsEach time you speak, say your name and remember to speak slowly and clearlyWe have a scheduled break in the middle of the meeting, but if you need to take a break, please doIn addition, there will be brief pauses throughout the meeting to allow the interpreters to shift roles.Does anyone have any additions to this list?During and after these meetings, the RCS Policy Team will:Take notes and keep a ‘parking lot’ list of questions and comments to be addressed during the meeting dedicated to the subjectResearch between meetings and present information back to groupPost all the meeting materials to our rulemaking website. This site is nearly ready to go, and as soon as we have the link, we will send it to everyone.
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Review Meeting Agenda

Welcome and Introductions 1:30-2:00
Review Meeting Agenda 2:00-2:05
Work Group Purpose and Objectives 2:05-2:35
Work Plan Overview and Timeline 2:35-3:05
Introduce Communication Systems 3:05-3:20
Next Steps 3:20-3:30
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Purpose and Objectives of Work Group

This is what work group is here to do
• SHB 1218
• Participation and support
• Decision making
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SHB 1218 set requirements for the department of social and health services related to disaster preparedness in LTC. We’ve divided that work into 3 projects- The first project related to section 30 of the bill started late last summer and requires the Department of Health and Department of Social and Health Service to provide a report to the legislature on the experience of the COVID pandemic as well as creating pandemic guidelines for LTC facilities. The report was provided to the legislature last session, and the work on the first pandemic guidelines is ongoing. The work of the guidelines, lead by Amy Abbott and by Torre Wright, and is separate from the work of this stakeholder group, although many of the same individuals are participating here.Many of the other 29 sections of SHB 1218 require rulemaking. We chose to break that work into two projects:The first project adopts statutory requirements without material change. This includes adding the definition of resident representative, requirements related to resident rosters and aggregate information, and notices for stop placement and limited stop placement orders. The draft rules are being reviewed internally and we intend to distribute them for informal review and comment to our interested parties in June.The second rulemaking project is what we are embarking on today with all of you and is considered significant rulemaking under the Administrative Procedure Act. That means the changes DSHS ultimately adopts will change state LTC policy and will require a legislative significant rule analysis, a cost-benefit analysis, and a small business economic impact statement. Just those portions of the rules that are significant will be analyzed. It’s a lot of work on your part, and we very much appreciate your time, energy, and expertise in helping us with this work.What we ask of all of you is to help us in all this work by:Remembering that you represent others while you are on this workgroup. It is important to think about how the potential changes we discuss and consider will impact long term care residents and providers.Participating throughout the entire process which could take as much as a year. We recognize that this is a lot of time to commit. If you are unable to attend, we ask that you send someone to this group in your place.Providing expertise and data where possible about the effects of those potential changes that ultimately will result in recommendations for ALTSA leadership to consider for adoption. We will provide you with research and other resources needed for developing these recommendations.Decision makingStriving for consensus decision making in this groupRecognize that is an ideal, and there may be instances where that is not achievedBut even in those instances, we will include the related key arguments and supporting documentation with the recommendations to ALTSA leadership for their decision-making processQUESTIONS
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Work Plan Overview and Timeline
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Work Plan Overview and Timeline

• Work plan divided into four subject areas
• Communication Systems (Sections 4, 9, 15, 25)
• Visitation (Sections 6, 20)
• Safe and Healthy Environment (Section 1, 5, 11, 12, 16)
• Disaster Plans (Sections 5, 11, 12, 16)
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Communications Systems:Looking at Equipment beyond phonesResponsiveness to outside communicationsThis ties in with timeliness of communications in disaster plans sections so we may want to address this here as wellCommunications plans as part of disaster plansVisitationBalancing resident rights and public health concernsRisks of social isolation Safe and Healthy EnvironmentHere we will explore the various hazards that may affect facilities to understand adverse affects towards residentsBased on these potential adverse impacts, what changes to the rules might decrease risk to residentsDisaster PlansTimely communication with the residents' emergency contactstimely communication with state and local agencies, long-term care ombuds, and developmental disabilities ombuds; contacting and requesting emergency assistance; on-duty employees' responsibilities; meeting residents' essential needs; procedures to identify and locate residents; and procedures to provide emergency information to provide for the health and safety of residents. In addition, the rules shall establish standards for maintaining personal protective equipment and infection control capabilities, as well as department inspection procedures with respect to the plans.



Work Plan Overview and Timeline

• For each subject area we will:
• Have at least 2 meetings. 

• One meeting per month
• First meeting will explore the topic, share information, present relevant data
• Second meeting
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Recognize varying capacities among settings therefore we are looking at tiered approach to rule makingExplore comparative across settingsEven though NH held to more rigorous requirements due to CMS, we don’t expect to have same rigorous rules across all setting typesHave at least 2 meetings. Recurring meeting on 3rd Wednesday of each monthIntroduce topic Share information and data	SMEs, experiences, research that helps inform where we go with rule making recommendations Discuss potential direction of rulesDraft rule recommendations and review 



Work Plan Overview and Timeline
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See attached timeline in the meeting inviteKey highlights to timelineIt could take a year or more to work through rule making Monthly meetings with stakeholder group until recommendations for 4 subject areas complete



Work Plan Overview and Timeline

• Website
• We plan to use our website to share information and post updates
• Currently in draft form, not yet published
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Introduce Communication Systems
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Introduce Communication Systems

• Some of issues we will look at include:
• “… shall be responsive to incoming communications and respond within a 

reasonable time to phone and electronic messages.”
• RCW 18.20.184, RCW 18.51.575, RCW 70.97.195

• “…  must have a communication system, including a sufficient quantity of working 
telephones and other communication equipment …”

• RCW 18.20.184, RCW 18.51.575, RCW 70.97.195
• “Have reasonable access within a reasonable time to the use of a telephone and 

other communication equipment … “
• RCW 70.129.080
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Specific statute languageDirection from bill is fairly broad for communication systemsLook at definition of communication systemsNeed to define this and other termsFacility responsiveness to outside communicationsRevisit additional details of communications during disaster plansIf time permits, we may start some of the initial discussion to communications



Next Steps
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Next Steps

• Recurring monthly meeting
• Communications Systems
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3rd Wednesday each month
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